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Introducing 

Coinbase Prime
A true prime broker
Multi-exchange
access with a
single trusted
counterparty

200+ digital
assets to trade
through a single
advanced smart
order router

450+
supported
trading pairs to
analyze via a
robust analytics
engine

360+ assets
available to
custody,
including
opportunities
for staking and
governance1

1Not available for all assets.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Choose from two robust options based on your needs:

Custody only

Full access

Integrated trading and custody

We don’t force you to choose between security and liquidity. Seamlessly move
funds between custody and your trading balance. Coinbase Institutional has a
track record of protecting client assets at scale for more than 10 years.

Low-cost execution across multiple venues

Our smart order router finds the best price across multiple exchanges and
market makers. Clients also realize diverse aggregate liquidity, without the risk
of multiple counterparties or the complexity of funding multiple venues.

Transparent pricing for best execution

Coinbase Execution Services secure the best available all-in execution price
for clients. When executing trades, you have two options: 1) Single all-in fee;
 
2) Transparent, flat commission in addition to pass-through exchange fees

Financing services for capital efficiency


Our suite of financing solutions is always expanding and includes Trade
Finance,2 which allows you to be capital-efficient while staying primed to move
when markets change.

ualified custody


Q

The largest qualified custodian in the world, Coinbase was the first crypto
company to get System and Organization Controls (SOC) reports, and we
maintain a wide-ranging $320 million insurance policy.

uilt for institutions


B

From dedicated, global coverage to withdrawal service level agreements
(SLAs), and robust reporting statements, Coinbase Prime was created to serve
the sophisticated needs of global institutions.

A

gateway to crypto-first features


eyond secure asset storage, clients can use our custody solution to initiate
staking, deposit, and withdraw supported NFTs, and participate in governance
— all from a single platform.
B

Tailored setup

Customize security controls and consensus settings to fit your organization’s
workflow, and adjust user roles and permissions in a few clicks.

2Prime financing is subject to formal due diligence and credit approvals.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Getting started with
Coinbase Prime
Benefit from a white-glove onboarding experience
Dedicated client
service to walk you
through the
application and
onboarding process

24/7 international
support by any
Coinbase Institutional
team member

Collaborative
application process
supports
contributions from
multiple team
members

Step 1: Choose the right Coinbase entity for you
Coinbase Prime serves clients from across the globe with distinct legal entities. When registering
with Coinbase Prime, you have the option to choose from entities domiciled in the United States,
Ireland, or Germany. Each legal entity will need a separate onboarding application.
Coinbase Custody Trust
Company, LLC

c

In orporated

Key generation and
storage locations

United States
United States

Coinbase Custody
International, Ltd.

Europe

Germany
Europe

Dublin | London

Berlin

Ireland

Primary offices

San Francisco | New York  
Portland

c
*
Legal jurisdiction

9:00 am – 6:00 pm PT
9:00 am – 6:00 pm GMT
Regulated by the New York State Subject to applicable Irish law
Department of Financial Services

Lo al support

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com

G

Coinbase ermany

9:00 am – 6:00 pm GMT
Subject to applicable German law
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Onboarding:

Profile &
application

Step 2: Look for an email invitation to continue onboarding
After selecting one or more legal entities, you’ll receive an email invitation to onboard to Coinbase
Prime. The email will prompt you to sign up by creating a profile. Once you’ve created your profile,
you will be invited to complete an application for Coinbase Prime.

Step 3: Create a profile
We only need a few details to get started:

Email verification. This enables us to set up two-factor verification.

Personal identification information. We require this to comply with Know Your Customer (KYC)
regulations.

Organization information. We need high-level information to associate your profile with your
business entity.


Step 4: Complete your Coinbase Prime application
The Coinbase Prime application is constructed in four parts:


Detailed organization information. For example: entity type, business description, and estimated

trading volume.


Organizational ownership. This is the basic information on individuals with managerial control of
your organization.

Required documentation. Varies, based on legal entity type and responses within the application
(see Required Documentation section, below).

Team member setup. Assign the appropriate roles and permissions to team members.

Once you’ve completed your Coinbase Prime application, it will be routed for review. After our team
approves your application, you’re ready to start.


For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Onboarding:

Support
& tips

Rely on dedicated coverage from day one
Your account manager will be your primary point of contact on all things operational.  
They’ll guide you through the application and onboarding process and help you customize the
account to your specific needs. 

Your sales contact will stay involved in your account and development. They’ll help to educate you
on Coinbase more broadly, update you on product developments, and ensure you receive the best
possible experience.

Ensure a smooth Coinbase Prime Account application process
● Provide complete and accurate information.
● Remember to save if you’re not completing the application in one sitting.
● Use the email address where you received your email invitation to create your profile.
● Complete the form using the Chrome desktop browser for the best experience.
● Invite team members to collaborate in the application and share information.
● Apply for multiple investment vehicles or funds at the same time. We can onboard applications
simultaneously. Just access the Accounts portal to track your applications.

“As the world’s largest digital currency asset manager, we’re laser
focused on providing only the best products and most secure
experience for our investors. 

That means working with other leading firms in our industry who have a
proven reputation and share the same commitment to quality as we do.
Coinbase is at the top of that list.”
Michael Sonnenshein
CEO, Grayscale Investments

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com

Find out more about
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Onboarding:

Documents

Gather your required documentation
Coinbase Institutional requires certain information to stay up to date with compliance standards.
These documents vary depending on the legal entity type and the responses in your Coinbase
Prime application. 

Those documents may include the following:
● Articles of Incorporation, Trust Agreement, Certificate of Trust, Constitution, or Partnership
Agreement
● W-8 (non-U.S.) or W-9 (U.S.), company bank statement, source of fund document related to
Coinbase Prime Account funding (e.g., bank statement, brokerage statement, or crypto
statement)
● Proof of regulatory status (for financial services firms that are regulated or operating  
under a regulatory exemption)
● Shareholders/members register, directors register, ownership structure,
receivership/monitorship documentation, memorandum and/or articles of association,
certificate of incumbency
● Authorized representative list, signed by a control person and listing all persons who are:  
(1) authorized by a control person to sign contracts and terms/agreements on behalf of the
company; (2) control persons and beneficial owners; and (3) individuals who can submit
applications on behalf of the company
For specific descriptions or details on accepted documentation, please visit the Coinbase Prime
Help Center.


Onboarding resources for Trust, LLC, and Limited Partnership structures: 

You can also view specific onboarding requirements by legal entity type:
Trust

LLC

Limited Partnership

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Account security:  
Protect your Coinbase
Prime account
Institutional-grade security controls
Two-factor
authentication with
a physical YubiKey
required to access
your account

Control team
member
permissioning for
enhanced security

Customize approval
settings for general
consensus,
governance, and
withdrawal
permissions

YubiKey keeps your account secure
Coinbase Prime requires authentication with a YubiKey before any user can sign in to the account or
perform other actions such as approvals (consensus) and changing account settings. 

A YubiKey is the most secure type of two-factor authentication. It’s a physical key that the user
plugs into a computer or mobile device, then taps to authenticate their identity. 

Each Coinbase Prime user receives a YubiKey during onboarding.

YubiKeys accepted on Coinbase Prime

YubiKey 5 NFC

YubiKey 5Ci

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com

YubiKey 5C
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Account security:  

YubiKey

Choose a YubiKey based on how you access Coinbase Prime
Windows PC 
(USB-A)

Use YubiKey 5 NFC (Includes
mobile access via iPhone tap)
Mobile access

Macs (newer)
(USB-C)

Yes

Use YubiKey 5Ci Lightning port
(iPhone plug)

No

Use YubiKey 5C

Have an existing YubiKey and want mobile access?
YubiKey 5 NFC (USB-A)

Keep using the YubiKey 5 NFC

YubiKey 5C (USB-C)

Upgrade to a YubiKey 5Ci

equest

R

u i ey by emailing primeops@coinbase.com or your Account Manager.

aY b K

Coinbase Prime Approvals app:
Gain access to consensus on the go.
onsensus activities are extremely time-sensitive, especially for
withdrawals. The Coinbase Prime Approvals app gives you the ability
to view and manage your portfolio in real time.
C

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Account security:  

Give permissions to users 

Our platform was built to serve the
complex needs of institutional investors.
That’s why we created a three-level
hierarchy with user roles and permissions
tied to portfolios instead of organizations
or entities. 


Permissions

Hierarchy
Organizations
Entities (legal entities)

This provides institutions with the
flexibility to tailor permissions, roles, and
consensus settings across their account
to keep teams aligned.



Portfolios

Categories of permissions on Coinbase Prime
Read. Users can view all screens within the application and download activity reports,
statements, and invoices. Users will not be able to initiate transfers, initiate settings
changes, or place trades. 

Initiate. Users can begin the process of making a transfer, like a withdrawal, or will be able to
create an activity, like changing consensus settings. These actions will then need to be
confirmed with a certain number of approvals. 

Approve. Users can vote on any consensus activity that an Initiator has created, such as a
withdrawal or a settings change. 

Trade. Users will be able to initiate trades on the Trade page. 

Team Management. Users can initiate changes to add, edit, and remove team member roles.
These will need to be approved by consensus before taking effect. If a user has this
permission, they will not be able to access additional screens within Coinbase Prime unless
they also have the Read permission.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Account security:  

User roles

Assign user roles
Coinbase Prime lets you assign each team member a user role. Each role has a limited set of
permissions. This allows organizations to determine the appropriate level of access for each team
member. You can customize the permissions for each user role and even create new roles to fit your
existing workflows.
  

To get started, Coinbase Prime Client Services onboards a Team Manager and shows them how to
invite and remove users and manage user roles. They must authorize changes with their YubiKey
and the changes are subject to consensus approval. Adding new team members may be subject to a
delay while we obtain the necessary Know Your Customer (KYC) information. 

Any users with the Team Management permission can assign a role to team members during
onboarding or from within the Coinbase Prime user interface (UI). Coinbase Prime Client Services
can also act as an administrator if you don’t want to manage the roles. 


Roles 

Permissions
Read

Initiate

Approve

Trade

Team
Management

Auditor

Yes

-

-

-

-

Initiator*

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

Approver*

Yes

-

Yes

-

-

Authorized Signatory

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

Trader

Yes

-

-

Yes

-

Full Trader

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

-

Team Manager

-

-

-

-

Yes

*For additional security, the Initiator and Approver roles are designed to separate the actions an Authorized Signatory can take.

25% of the 100 largest hedge funds in
the world are institutional clients (Q3 2022)
For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Account security:  

Consensus

Require consensus for certain activities
You determine the number of authorized signatories/approvers needed to approve transactions
and changes to an account. This is known as consensus.
To update consensus settings


1 Click the profile image in the top-right corner.
2 Click the gear icon to go to your settings page.
3 Click the Security tab.
1

2
3

This brings up the Security page, where you can edit your general consensus settings,
governance consensus, and withdrawal permissions and view personal and organization
information.

You can adjust the number of approvals needed for various actions within Coinbase Prime. The
greater the number of approvers needed to reach consensus, the greater the security of the
account.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Account security:  

Consensus

To edit consensus settings

You can view the current consensus settings, including portfolio name, individual role within that
portfolio, and number of approver/signatory approvals needed to confirm an action. You can also
edit the number of approvals needed for a consensus activity. To do so: 

1. Click Edit Consensus.

2. Select the number of approvers to reach consensus.

3. Click Continue.

4. Use a YubiKey to authenticate the change.

5. Once consensus is reached, account settings are updated.

Follow the same steps to update governance consensus and withdrawal permissions.


1

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Account security:  

Consensus

Flexible security settings for transfers

You can adjust security settings and consensus protocols for Prime transfers in order to enhance
security or reduce friction to complete certain transfers. Specifically, this allows you to
Select security settings by transfer type. Choose different levels of security for each of four
transfer types: Vault withdrawals, trading balance withdrawals, Vault internal transfers, and
trading balance internal transfers.
Customize policies with pre-set notional bands. Transfer policies can now be customized
based on the notional amount to be transferred, with pre-set bands at $10K, $100K, $500K,
$1M, $2.5M, $5M, $7.5M, $10M, $20M, $50M, and $100M.
Choose which transfers require video calls. Clients can now choose the transfer type
(internal vs. external) and amount that would trigger a video call. As default, all Vault
withdrawals require a video call if the value is greater than $10,000. 

To update your transfer policies
Navigate to the “Security page” in Coinbase Prime
Under “Transfer Approvals,” you can begin to tailor your transfer policies to your institution’s
needs.

Please note, users with the Admin and Authorized Signatory permissions are the only users able
to initiate changes, which must then meet general consensus.


For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Account security:  

Allowlists

Establish allowlists in advance
Allowlisting is a security capability that reduces the potential for harmful security attacks by
creating a trusted address book for withdrawals. 

Users may add and save trusted addresses to their Coinbase Prime account for future withdrawals,
simplifying the process of sending assets to these addresses. 

When withdrawing assets off the platform, these addresses will show up in a dropdown menu and
may bypass additional approvals (depending on the consensus settings for an account). 

For cold withdrawals to addresses not on your allowlist, a video approval will be required to
complete the transaction.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Trading on Coinbase Prime:
Use our tools, access, and
expertise to buy and sell
Plug into our advanced trading capabilities
180+ digital assets to
trade through a single
advanced smart order
router

Connect to multiple
trading exchanges
and venues for deep
aggregate liquidity

Dedicated trading
desk to monitor
market conditions
and help deploy
advanced strategies

40+ new trading assets launched in 2022

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Trading:

Smart
order
router

Our smart order router improves liquidity
Coinbase Prime’s smart order router gives you seamless access to the broader marketplace for
digital assets. It routes your order to multiple listed exchanges plus OTC trading desks —
aggregating liquidity automatically to find the best execution price for your order (including
trading fees). Essentially, the smart order router creates one exchange from all liquidity venues.
This deepens the liquidity available for any listed digital asset.
The Coinbase Prime smart order router improves execution by:
● Aggregating liquidity. The router serves large,
institutional-size orders better, reducing
slippage as the size of an order increases.
● Simplifying your operations. Get access to
multiple venues without requiring your firm to
prefund accounts at each exchange.
● Expanding automatically. Coinbase Prime
adds venues without additional operational
requirements on the firm’s end.

MicroStrategy became the first publicly traded company to acquire a
large allocation of bitcoin.

●
●

$250 million of bitcoin acquired without market impact

i i n follow-on investment made

$175 m ll o

L

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com

earn more about
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Trading:

Smart
order
router

The smart order router reduces slippage
Aggregated liquidity significantly lowers slippage for market orders of large U.S. dollar notional in
both bitcoin and ether. To demonstrate this, we sourced order book snapshots from Nomics and
Cryptocompare between April 15-May 15, 2022. For a given period, we measured the slippage of
walking up the order book from the mid-quote up to the given USD notional. We then computed the
average slippage for each notional, including a corresponding 25% to 75% percentile range.

Bitcoin orders performed more efficiently on Coinbase Prime
In BTC/USD, the average slippage for a market order using Coinbase Prime varied from 3.80 bps for
a $1 million buy order to 14.72 bps for a $5 million buy order. When compared to the most liquid
exchanges, Coinbase Prime offered significant savings on both the buy and sell side. 

Using Coinbase Prime as the baseline, here is how each exchange liquidity compared to Coinbase
Prime’s smart order router on BTC/USD orders.
BTC/USD (Buy)
Amount

Coinbase Prime

Kraken

Coinbase Exchange

FTX US

$1M

baseline

+1.38 bps

+3.03 bps

+9.13 bps

$2M

baseline

+2.45 bps

+9.55 bps

+15.07 bps

$3M

baseline

+4.57 bps

+16.26 bps

+20.02 bps

$4M

baseline

+6.39 bps

+22.00 bps

+23.60 bps

$5M

baseline

+8.03 bps

+30.12 bps

+26.22 bps

Amount

Coinbase Prime

Kraken

Coinbase Exchange

FTX US

$1M

baseline

+1.98 bps

+3.48 bps

+9.00 bps

$2M

baseline

+3.25 bps

+10.08 bps

+15.44 bps

$3M

baseline

+5.53 bps

+16.93 bps

+20.26 bps

$4M

baseline

+7.11 bps

+23.17 bps

+23.95 bps

$5M

baseline

+7.95 bps

+31.38 bps

+26.60 bps

BTC/USD (Sell)

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Trading:

Smart
order
router

Ether orders performed more efficiently on Coinbase Prime
In ETH/USD, the average slippage for a market order using Coinbase Prime varied from 5.77 bps for
a $1 million buy order to 26.19 bps for a $5 million sell order. When compared to the most liquid
exchanges, Coinbase Prime offered significant savings on both the buy and sell side. 

Using Coinbase Prime as the baseline, here is how each exchange liquidity compared to Coinbase
Prime’s smart order router on ETH/USD orders.
ETH/USD (Buy)
Amount

Coinbase Prime

Kraken

Coinbase Exchange

FTX US

$1M

baseline

+2.20 bps

+2.43 bps

+15.29 bps

$2M

baseline

+3.00 bps

+8.39 bps

+26.93 bps

$3M

baseline

+3.18 bps

+13.39 bps

+33.81 bps

$4M

baseline

+3.72 bps

+16.63 bps

+38.21 bps

$5M

baseline

+4.82 bps

+20.57 bps

+48.91 bps

Amount

Coinbase Prime

Kraken

Coinbase Exchange

FTX US

$1M

baseline

+0.94 bps

+2.66 bps

+15.84 bps

$2M

baseline

+1.36 bps

+8.34 bps

+27.15 bps

$3M

baseline

+1.01 bps

+12.65 bps

+33.77 bps

$4M

baseline

+1.14 bps

+15.08 bps

+38.20 bps

$5M

baseline

+2.09 bps

+17.11 bps

+46.97 bps

ETH/USD (Sell)

Disclaimer
This document is intended only for sophisticated investors; it is for informational purposes only and does not constitute the provision of investment
advice. Client assumes full responsibility for its trading activity and should consult its advisors for its specific situation. Coinbase is not registered
as an investment advisor and Coinbase assumes no liability, obligation, or responsibility for client decisions regarding its Coinbase Prime Broker
Account. Please consult your Coinbase Prime Broker Agreement and www.coinbase.com/Prime for additional details.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Trading:

Orders

Manage your trading strategy
Similar to traditional trading platforms, Coinbase Prime lets you place different types of orders  
so you can better control your trading strategy.

Limit order 

A limit order only executes if available prices are equal to or better than the limit you specify. Your
order routes to the best price available on the multiple exchanges and liquidity venues connected
to Coinbase Prime. The typical limit order will be a resting order in the order book, making the size
visible to all market participants. This is not recommended for orders that are large compared to
the average daily volume of the asset.
How to place a limit order
Compulsory
parameters

Your options

Asset

Any asset available on Coinbase Prime
in client geography

Direction

Buy or sell

Size

Crypto amount (e.g., 50 BTC) or USD notional

Limit price

Set by client

Time in force

Good til canceled; immediate or cancel

Good til canceled


The order remains open (or “good”) until it is canceled by the trader.
Immediate or cancel


The order is only valid when it is submitted. If the price constraints
cannot be met, it will be canceled. Also known as “fill or kill.“
Limit order in action: prioritizing your price

An institution wants to purchase $1.2 million worth of bitcoin (BTC). The institution dictates the
order size, limit price, and time in force inside the Coinbase Prime platform. As they fill out the
ticket, the trader can review estimated fees as well as a total cost of the trade. 

Once the order is placed, Coinbase Prime’s smart order router goes into the market and

purchases the desired amount at the agreed upon price or better, beginning with the best price
across exchanges and venues, including OTC trading desks, until $1.2 million BTC is purchased. 


For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Trading:

Orders

Iceberg limit order

An iceberg limit order is similar to a limit order, except it breaks a large order into smaller sizes. This
disguises the order’s true size, avoids information leakage, and prevents other traders from taking
advantage of your intentions.
How to place an iceberg limit order
Compulsory
parameters

Your options

Asset

Any asset available on Coinbase Prime
in client geography

Direction

Buy or sell

Size

Crypto amount (e.g., 50 BTC) or USD notional

Limit price

Set by client

Time in force

Good til canceled; immediate or cancel

Display size

Any size smaller than the total size

ceberg limit order in action: prioritizing price and discretion

I

An institution wants to purchase $1.2 million worth of bitcoin. The institution dictates the order
size, limit price, and time in force inside the Coinbase Prime platform. As they fill out the limit
order ticket, the trader checks the box indicating that they want an iceberg order, specifying the
“display size” they wish to have. 

oinbase Prime’s smart order router goes into the market and attempts to purchase the desired
USD amount at the agreed upon price or better, beginning with the best price across exchanges
and venues, including OTC trading desks, until $1.2 million BTC is purchased. If the limit price is
below the current market price, the iceberg limit order will list orders for the “display size.”

C

This order is best when the limit price is near or below the current market price and the trader
wants a portion of the order to rest in listed order books. 

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Trading:

Orders

Market order

A market order executes a trade against the available listed liquidity across all of our liquidity
venues up to the quantity desired. This order type is not recommended for orders that are large
relative to the listed liquidity of the asset.
How to place a market order
Compulsory
parameters

Your options

Asset

Any asset available on Coinbase Prime
in client geography

Direction

Buy or sell

Size

Crypto amount (e.g., 50 BTC) or USD notional

Dealer only

Yes or no

Market order in action: prioritizing speed of execution
An institution wants to purchase $1.2 million worth of bitcoin. The institution chooses the amount
inside the Coinbase Prime platform. In that ticket, the trader will also see the estimated slippage,
as well as the estimated average fill price for the bitcoin, along with fees and an estimated total
cost. If the price or cost is higher than a trader wants, they can (and should) change the order to a
limit order so that their price expectations are met.

The market order goes into the market and purchases the desired USD amount. Coinbase Prime’s
smart order router will find the best price across exchanges and venues, including OTC trading
desks, but the order will purchase $1.2 million worth of BTC at the prevailing market prices in that
moment.

$133 billion quarterly institutional
trading volume (Q3 2022)

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Trading:

Orders

Time-weighted average price (TWAP) algorithm

The TWAP algorithm works to complete your order over a specified period of time. Your desired
trade size will be split into smaller pieces that will be independently traded at different time
intervals. These intervals can last from less than an hour to days, depending on the trade’s total
size and how aggressive you want the trade to be. 

The main advantage of this strategy is that it minimizes the impact your trade has on the market  
in any one moment. You will also hide the total size of your trade from other market participants. 

The potential downside to a TWAP is that the market price is less certain. The TWAP will hope to
outperform the average volume-weighted price over the course of your trading; but the price range
can be much wider over a longer window of time.
Compulsory
parameters

Your options

Asset

Any asset available on Coinbase Prime
in client geography

Direction

Buy or sell

Size

Crypto amount (e.g., 50 BTC) or

USD notional equivalent

Limit price

Set by client

Start time

ASAP by default; can be custom start or preset
increments

Duration

Minimum: 5 minutes; Maximum: 7 days

TWAP in action: prioritizing low market impact
An institution wants to purchase $1.2 million worth of bitcoin over 30 minutes. The institution
dictates the size, limit price, start time, and duration inside the Coinbase Prime order ticket
before selecting “Buy BTC.” 

The TWAP might split the order into six slices of $200,000, with each slice lasting five minutes.
During each interval, the algo will begin by passively trading (e.g., providing liquidity) to minimize
fees and improve the execution price. However, as the interval begins to run out of time, any
remaining quantity will be aggressively traded before the next time interval begins. Assuming the
price of bitcoin stays below the limit price set by the trader at the onset of trading, the entire $1.2
million buy will be completed within the 30-minute window. 

If the price crosses above the limit price, the TWAP algorithm will not make any purchases until
the price comes back below. In that case, the TWAP will adjust the amount needed to buy for the
remainder of the trading window. If the price does not come below by the time the TWAP expires,
the order will expire with partial fills.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Trading:

Execution
services

Access the experts: Coinbase Execution Services
If you seek a higher level of execution services and benefits, consider Coinbase Execution  
Services (CES), our agency trading desk.

Agency model for
anonymity and
competitive pricing

Coinbase Prime acts as your agent to secure the best price we can find
in the market using our smart order router. We receive pricing from all
the top liquidity providers around the globe so you always have multiple
quotes and you get the most competitive pricing available (while
remaining anonymous to the market). We charge a transparent, flat
commission on top of pass-through exchange fees.

A counterparty
you can trust

Coinbase will be your sole counterparty, reducing your credit and
counterparty risk. We’re continually investing resources into our
platform so you can be confident you’re working with the most trusted
name in crypto.

White-glove service
with Wall Street
expertise

Our experts have backgrounds on Wall Street and have been at the
forefront of crypto markets as they have grown and matured. You can
count on them to design and execute cutting-edge trading strategies.
You can rely equally on our global sales and trading teams to deliver
seamless client service 24 hours, 7 days a week.

Regulated liquidity

Coinbase Prime gives you access to regulated liquidity by vetting
exchanges and market makers. All venues must pass our rigorous duediligence standards and all trading partners are cleared through
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer (KYC) screening
requirements.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Execution
services

CES in action
Acquiring a $7 million crypto basket
Client request: 

A new client approached the CES desk looking to invest $7 million into a basket of the top 40
cryptocurrencies weighted by market capitalization, excluding bitcoin and ethereum.

Coinbase solution: 

Keeping in mind the volatility of some of the altcoins, our team identified the top 40 currencies
likely to maintain a reasonable market capitalization for the medium-long term. We conducted a
liquidity analysis for each of the currencies to determine the best way to execute each trade.
Once the client approved the execution strategy, we executed TWAP orders in each of the
currencies on the Coinbase Prime platform, weighting them by market capitalization.

Buying $50 million in bitcoin, without moving prices
Client request: 

A traditional institution new to the crypto market came to CES with the goal of buying $50
million of BTC, which was trading at a level the client liked. 

Coinbase solution: 

Our team asked the client a number of questions to better understand their goals and then
worked with them to develop a trading plan. While still on the phone, the CES desk was able to
gently start working the order via our smart order routing technology using a TWAP algorithm.
Our team analyzed the liquidity in the market and agreed on a two-hour TWAP to ensure the
client was participating in the volume, but wasn’t moving the market price. Shortly after, we
showed the buyer a natural offer for $8 million BTC and were able to cross the block in the
middle of the spread, reducing market impact entirely. We continued to work the balance of the
order as a TWAP, when a voice OTC desk came to the team with an offer in $3.5 million BTC. We
showed the offer to the client and an additional $3.5 million was crossed with minimal slippage.

Client assumes full responsibility for each and every transaction in or for its account. Client is solely responsible for determining whether any
investment, investment strategy, or transaction involving digital assets is appropriate based on client’s investment objectives, financial
circumstances, risk tolerance, and tax consequences. Client should consult its legal, tax, and accounting professionals regarding client’s specific
situation.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Coinbase Prime
Financing: Solutions to
enhance potential returns
Powering capital efficiencies for institutional clients
Fine-tune your
trading strategy to
manage bull and bear
markets

Lending, margin, and
shorting provide
opportunities to
participate in the full
cryptoeconomy

Dial-in specific risk
and volatility
characteristics for
optimal performance

Access crypto financing you can trust
As a crypto-native company, Coinbase maintains the highest standards of professional risk
management. You get the confidence of a rated, publicly traded company along with deep
financing experience and cutting-edge crypto expertise. That makes us the perfect partner for
crypto financing.

$51 billion institutional assets on
platform (Q3 2022)

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Enhanced
Financing:
cash

Enhanced Cash
Take advantage of the cryptoeconomy to earn potentially higher interest rates on your U.S. dollars
— with short-term loans secured at least one-to-one by digital assets.

An opportunity for

Enhanced Cash gives you the possibility of earning higher returns

higher yields

on your U.S. dollars. Each short-term loan can be secured at least
one-to-one with digital assets as collateral.

Participation in the

You don’t have to hold digital assets on your balance sheet to join

cryptoeconomy

the cryptoeconomy. Be part of some of the fastest-growing
markets available and potentially earn more than you’d get in
traditional capital markets.

Easy withdrawals

Similar to repo markets, loans are made on a short-term basis,
ensuring you can withdraw your U.S. dollars whenever you need
them — in as few as two business days.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Financing:

Trade
finance

Trade Finance
Place trades in real time; fund them up to 24 hours later. Deploy your capital more efficiently,
trading directly from cold storage without prefunding your account.

Opportunity — at the
speed of crypto

In 24/7 markets, opportunity might arise at any moment. Trade
Finance lets you act quickly, without the constraint of prefunding
your account.

Efficiently deployed
capital

We understand how institutions manage portfolios, and we
prioritize your ability to be capital-efficient. Less idle capital
means more flexibility for your portfolio’s strategies and
positions.

Trading from
cold storage

Trade Finance effectively makes your assets in cold storage or off
platform available right away — so you don’t have to compromise.
You get the highest level of security and the flexibility to manage
your positions when you need to.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Financing:

Digital
asset
lending

Digital Asset Lending
Potentially earn yields on your digital assets by lending them out. Choose the terms that are right
for your portfolio — backed by the confidence of a rated, publicly traded company.

An opportunity to
earn yields

Lend your digital assets and potentially create new revenue
streams for your portfolio. This can help offset maintenance or
custody fees while reducing your reliance on price appreciation.

Lending on your terms

Flexible terms let you choose whether you generate yields on
your digital assets in an open or term agreement and determine
what collateral is required.

Confidence in
your counterparty

Lend your digital assets directly to Coinbase. Fees are paid in U.S.
dollars monthly based on customized bilateral terms; any
collateral values are calculated daily.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Financing:

Margin

Margin
Leverage borrowed cash or stablecoins while managing risk and volatility characteristics. Plus, gain
the opportunity to deploy capital efficiently.

Higher potential
returns

Tap additional buying power to unlock the ability to express a
stronger directional view on digital assets.

A fine-tuned
trading strategy

You can increase or decrease leverage to try to meet specific risk
and volatility characteristics for target returns.

Cash or stablecoin
funding

Borrow cash or stablecoins to fund your trades. Margin borrowing
will always be collateralized by your portfolio or other acceptable
digital assets.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Financing:

Shorting

Shorting
Short digital assets for a tactical hedge or to express a stronger view on expectations for
declining prices.

Flexible trading
strategies

Hedge positions by shorting digital assets in the cash market.
Build relative value positions by going long and short different
digital assets. Or take speculative positions on a digital asset’s
price decline backed by cash or stablecoins.

Trading for
down markets

Make the most of down markets. Uncover the opportunity to
capitalize on periods when digital assets depreciate in price to
earn potential returns.

Broad access to
digital assets

Short a broad range of digital assets in liquid spot markets —
across the many venues that Coinbase Prime supports.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Custody with Coinbase
Prime: Secure your 

digital assets
Qualified custody with battle-tested security
Custody vault wallets
combine cold storage
and multiparty
computation
technologies

Easily stake assets
for additional yield
opportunities

Flexible options to
participate in
governance within
Coinbase Prime’s UI

Our four-pillar approach to securing clients’ cryptocurrency
Cultivate a culture of trust. At Coinbase, we have created a security-minded work environment
that demands all employees and partners engage in positive security habits.

ail the basics. By focusing on building a strong foundation first, we invest in security from the
basic to the more complex, keeping in mind the specific challenges of blockchains and smart
contracts.
N

ticipate advanced adversaries. We understand that we are a tempting target for attackers and
plan and prepare for well-funded and highly sophisticated adversaries. 
An

aise the bar for security. We invest in top talent, tooling, and research to ensure we are
proactively addressing developing threats.
R

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Custody:

Vault
storage

Coinbase vault storage: cold storage and more for institutions
Our Coinbase Vault storage solution secures your assets with a comprehensive system combining
physical security, consensus computation, and strict process controls. It’s a solution that goes
beyond consumer-grade hardware wallets. Our systems are designed for multi-user operations,
ensuring that no one can act maliciously or be coerced into executing unauthorized transactions
and instructions.

Your private keys are secured using the best of distributed cold storage as well as advances in
multiparty computation technology. Once a cold storage address has been used (burned), we
automatically sweep deposits into the newest cold address available. When your assets are in the
vault, they are secured physically and logically, since all movement is coordinated, monitored, and
audited.

Our technologies ensure that private keys are never stored in a full, usable format. Transactions can
only be signed at the last possible moment. We don’t keep any keys in a single location. Only
through coordination of multiple globally distributed individuals who bring partial key material
online at clients’ requests can any process begin.

Our designs ensure that clients can complete signing activities only within Coinbase’s secure,
internet-isolated production network. This way Coinbase and our clients are always in control of
their assets.
Multiparty computation

Multiparty computation is an advanced cryptography technology that protects private keys, reducing the potential for
key theft or misuse. MPC allows multiple parties to verify a computation based on their combined data, without
revealing any of the inputs used. It adds a layer of security to keep private keys safe.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Custody:

Staking

How to stake your assets with Coinbase Prime
The crypto ecosystem continues to become more active and participatory, evolving from an asset
class to an economy of its own. Rather than simply storing crypto in wallets, many long-term crypto
holders view staking as a way of making their assets work for them by generating rewards and
contributing toward network security.

Our approach prioritizes protecting your assets

At Coinbase, we keep the security of our clients’ assets top of mind through all stages of staking,
from cold storage to running reliable validators through our very own Coinbase Cloud services.
We’re a qualified custodian backed by industry-leading insurance and regularly undergo SOC 1 Type
2 and SOC 2 Type 2 audits by Deloitte & Touche.

Our holistic security design uses a combination of people, process, and technology controls to
cryptographically sign and broadcast instructions onto a public blockchain. Coinbase Prime’s vault
storage is backed by a combination of cold storage and multiparty computation technologies that
ensure only authorized withdrawal and redemption instructions are processed. We continually
invest in improving our security processes and tooling to prioritize protecting our clients’ assets.

Coinbase clients can stake a variety of assets. The flow and functionality may vary for some assets.
The table below outlines which assets are supported and what functionality is allowed or enabled
for each asset.
To a single
address

To multiple
addresses

Partial amount
allowed

Change
validator

Unstake and
withdrawal

Restake
rewards

Tezos (XTZ)

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Automatic

Cosmos (ATOM)

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Manual

Polkadot (DOT)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Automatic

Solana (SOL)

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Automatic

Celo (CELO)

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Automatic

Ethereum (ETH)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Asset

Cosmos (ATOM) rewards are not automatically compounded and must be manually called and restaked.


Polkadot (DOT) is the only asset that allows a portion of the wallet balance to be staked. For the other assets, the entire wallet
balance must be staked. If you only want to allocate a portion of your funds to staking, we recommend setting up multiple wallets.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Staking

187 assets launched for custody in H1 2022
Staking options

Our clients have access to two secure and seamless staking options. You can stake to a shared
Coinbase or third-party validator through Coinbase Prime’s vault storage. Or you can stake to your
own private dedicated validator through Coinbase or a third party.

If you have validator customization requirements, we can run your private validators, which has
additional advantages. If interested, inquire with the team at sales@coinbase.com.

Setting up staking 

Only users with Initiator or Authorized Signatory roles will be able to set up staking. To start, ensure
you have the proper permissions and roles. Then, go to the Portfolio tab and click on the asset you
would like to stake. Click on Getting Started or click on the three dots to the right of a wallet and
select Stake.


Pricing

When staking to a shared Coinbase validator, fees are automatically deducted at the protocol level:
● 8% for Solana and Polkadot
● 20% for Cosmos and Tezos
● No fee for Celo
Reward rates depend on the protocols themselves and are not determined by Coinbase.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Staking

Staking economics by asset

The various features of staking a particular asset should factor into your strategy, such as reward
rate, minimum requirements, and more listed below. Reward mechanisms will vary by the dynamics
of each protocol, which is why it’s important to note the differences. Below is an overview of assets
with staking supported by Coinbase Prime’s vault storage along with their staking economics.
Staking
minimum
requirement

Delegation
minimum
requirement

Estimated
reward payout
period

Delegator
reward
compound

Unbonding
period

Slashing
protection
provided

Tezos (XTZ)

8,000 XTZ

No

Cycle | 2.8 days

Automatic

None

Yes

Cosmos (ATOM)

65,000 ATOM

1 ATOM

Block | 7 seconds

Manual

21 days

Yes

Polkadot (DOT)

1,800,000 DOT

Variable

Era | 24 hours

Automatic

28 days

No

Solana (SOL)

No

1 SOL

Epoch | 2 days

Automatic

2-4 days

No

Celo (CELO)

2,200,000 CELO

No

Epoch | 24 hours

Automatic

3 days

No

Ethereum (ETH)

32 ETH

N/A

Epoch | 6.4 min

N/A

TBD

No

Asset

Tezos (XTZ) rewards are earned with every 30-second block on the validator, but paid out every 2.8-day cycle. 


For up-to-date staking rewards rates, please review stakingrewards.com.

Definitions

Staking minimum requirement. The protocol-mandated
minimum number of tokens for a node to be in the Active
Set and earn rewards. 


Delegation minimum requirement. The protocol-mandated

minimum number of tokens required to delegate to a
public shared validator. 



Delegator reward compound. Whether our public shared

validators automatically compound rewards versus
delegators having to manually restake.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Governance

How to participate in governance
Coinbase Prime clients have the option of manual voting (voting directly on proposals) or delegate
voting (delegating votes to a third party). Both have been optimized for security and ease of use;
your tokens will not leave our cold storage, and you’ll have access to them.
Start at the Portfolio tab

Click the Portfolio tab to begin. It’s where you land after you log in to Coinbase Prime.

1 Use the search box to find the asset that you would like to set up governance for.
2 Click on the asset, then select the Governance tab.

1
2

Note: Only users with Initiator or Authorized Signatory roles will be able to set up voting.

Assets supported for governance
Aave (AAVE)

ApeCoin (APE)

Compound (COMP)

Gitcoin (GTC)

Optimism (OP)

U

DYDX (DYDX)

niswap (UNI)

For Optimism (OP) and ApeCoin (APE), the only form of voting supported is delegate voting.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Governance

Enable voting

Once you navigate to the asset page, you can set up voting in two ways:


1

1 Click on Get Started.

2

on the three dots to
2 Click
the right of a wallet and
select Set Up Voting.

Note: Only users with Initiator or Authorized Signatory roles will be able to set up voting.

A quick note

Funds allocated to voting are allocated at the wallet level. If you only want to allocate a portion of your funds to voting
or would like to use a combination of manual and delegate voting, we recommend setting up multiple wallets at this
stage to reflect those preferences. You can do so by clicking the blue Add New Wallet button.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Governance

Setting up manual voting


1

From the initial voting modal, click on Manual Voting.

2

Select the wallet you would like to use. All tokens in
any selected wallet will be used for voting.

3

Once you select a wallet and delegate to use, click
on the Set Up Voting button.

4

Before the voting setup can be completed, you must
complete a security key authorization.

5

After the security key is authorized via your hardware key,
you will need consensus approvals for the change to be
processed. Users with Approver or Authorized Signatory
roles will be able to approve governance updates.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Governance

Setting up delegate voting


1

From the initial voting modal, click on Delegate Voting.

2

Select the wallet and delegate. All the tokens in the
selected wallet will be delegated, and the delegate
you select will vote on future proposals on your
behalf.

3

Once you select a wallet and delegate to use, click on
the Set Up Voting button.

4

Before the voting setup can be completed, you must
complete a security key authorization.

5

After the security key is authorized via your hardware key,
you will need consensus approvals for the change to be
processed. Users with Approver or Authorized Signatory
roles will be able to approve governance updates.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Governance

How to vote

Once you’re logged in to your account, you can view pending votes by clicking into the asset page.
From this page, you can vote for or against proposals.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Entities

Coinbase Custody entities: CCI and CCTC
Coinbase Custody International Ltd (CCI) is an Irish company and a wholly owned subsidiary of
Coinbase Global Inc. that provides Coinbase Custody service to institutions and high net worth
individuals globally. CCI enables customers to store their digital assets in a highly secure, offline
manner with institutional-grade controls and services.

CCI provides a suite of custodial wallet services for a vast array of digital assets, allows customers
to transfer digital assets, and supports staking for a number of assets on Coinbase’s platform. CCI
serves clients based in the EU and other non-U.S. jurisdictions.

Coinbase operates Coinbase Custody Trust Company (CCTC), established as a New York Trust
Company; CCTC is the largest digital assets custody solutions provider in the U.S. This entity is
regulated by the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS). Coinbase has
developed market-leading security infrastructure around its U.S. custody operation and has
replicated this infrastructure as the basis for CCI’s safeguarding and custody operations.

Key differences between CCI and CCTC
Coinbase Custody International Ltd (CCI)

Coinbase Custody Trust Company (CCTC)

Incorporated

Ireland

United States

Key generation &
storage locations

Europe

United States

Primary offices

Dublin, London

San Francisco, New York, Portland

Local support

4 a.m. – 6 p.m. GMT

9 a.m. – 11 p.m. PST

Legal jurisdiction

Subject to applicable Irish law

Regulated by the New York State  
Department of Financial Services

SOC controls
completed

n/a

SOC 1 Type II

SOC 2 Type II

Withdrawal

Monday – Friday, 24-hour SLA

Weekends/holidays, 48-hour SLA

Monday - Friday, 24-hour SLA

Weekends/holidays, 48-hour SLA

processing times

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Reporting on Coinbase
Prime: Track your trading
activity
Gain actionable insights from your trading activity
Uncover detailed
performance relative to
market benchmarks in
post-trade reports

Leverage raw data
for reconciling,
audit histories, and
more

Create and
download custom
reports to meet
your reporting
requirements

View post-trade reports
Every trade generates a post-trade report that includes fill data with price, quantity per venue, and
execution performance versus market pricing. Reports include:
Order summary

You view the trade value, order amount, filled amount, average price in the base currency, and the
total fee.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Post-trade
reports

Trade execution chart

Get insight into trade performance with clear visuals. View fills versus the volume-weighted
average price of the order and the volume-weighted average price of the digital asset. The bottom
of the graph shows the fill volume over the course of an order.

Execution and market metrics

Examine the details of the full order to understand its performance relative to market metrics, such
as the internal volume-weighted average price and the mid price at the time the order arrived. You
can also view the volatility of the digital asset during the order and the size of the order relative to
the daily volume and internal volume.

Note: An order that is executed as a market order will appear as 100% relative to the internal volume.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Post-trade
reports

Volume filled by venue

Analyze where your order was filled. Coinbase Prime’s smart order router is designed to find the
lowest total cost for your trade in a venue-agnostic way. You will see the percentage of each order
filled on different exchanges.

Fill history

View the details of every fill, including the venue, size, execution price, and time.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Post-trade
reports

Create downloadable reports
● Go to the Activity tab on the navigation bar.
● Use advanced filters to query for trades, transactions, and account activities such as wallet
creation, voting, staking, re-staking, and more.
● Download the reports as CSV files.
For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Market analysis on
Coinbase Prime: Bolster
your investment strategies
Real-time and historical data and analytics to power decisions
Spot, futures, and
options data in one
location

Monitor trade flow
to inform
investment
decisions

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com

Connect crypto
transactions for
seamless
compliance
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Market data

Dive into institutional analytics for digital assets
Enhance your Coinbase Prime experience with a comprehensive analytics toolkit built for
institutional investors.
Real-time and historical market data

Stay on top of market trends with aggregated real-time and historical analytics across multiple
market segments.
Spot and derivatives

Access extensive spot and derivatives dashboards to inform investment strategies and monitor
flows — all within the Coinbase Prime interface.
Top traded assets on Coinbase Prime

Track market movements of the top traded crypto assets on Coinbase Prime.

One River Asset Management chose Coinbase Institutional as its
primary partner based on the following criteria:

●
●
●
●

Algorithmic smart order router
White-glove service
Battle-tested custody
Strong counterparty
Learn more about

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Market data

Rely on crypto compliance for institutions
Connect crypto transactions to real-world entities using public blockchain attribution data to
monitor risk on millions of addresses and investigate fraudulent activity. Originally developed as an
internal tool, it is now available to our clients.

Data accuracy

Proprietary data modeling and years of experience mean you get one of the market’s most accurate
on-chain data analytics tools.

Monitor at scale

Utilize APIs to automate monitoring for millions of transactions and the largest cryptocurrencies by
trading volume, including Bitcoin, Ethereum, stablecoins, and hundreds of ERC-20 tokens.

Regulatory compliance

Analyze the blockchain to reduce fraud, understand counterparty risk, and satisfy Anti-Money
Laundering (AML) requirements. For more information about compliance solutions, contact
tracer-support@coinbase.com.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Coinbase Prime APIs:
Build unique crypto
products
Automate and build on top of Coinbase Prime
Simplify trading,
account management,
and custody processes
for operational
efficiency

Build with speed
and confidence
with turnkey
infrastructure

Powered by
Coinbase Cloud,
the engine
powering the future
of web3

Coinbase Prime APIs let you customize your crypto work
Prime APIs, or application programming interfaces, allow institutional investors to
programmatically access the breadth of Coinbase’s capabilities, including trading, custody,
real-time market data, and account management. You can use them to customize secure products
so you can efficiently manage your holdings and/or client-facing offerings at scale.

Institutions with programmatic trading strategies can execute a variety of order types and use
Coinbase’s smart order routing technology to ensure the best all-in price across connected
liquidity venues. 

Financial technology firms, brokerages, and others looking to build an offering within their
products can integrate with the APIs to manage trading on behalf of their customers. 

Fund administrators and operations teams can automate critical processes such as settlements,
rebalancing, and bookkeeping in a transparent manner.


For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Use cases

Sample API use cases
Trading and order management

One integration provides full market access for programmatic execution and price optimization
through Coinbase’s smart order routing technology.
● Programmatically execute market, limit, and time-weighted average price (TWAP) orders.
● Get order fills.
● Cancel orders when needed.
● Access Websocket and FIX market data.

Account management

Automate reconciliation, trade and transaction tracking, and more.
● View resources across your account hierarchy at the entity, organization, portfolio, and user
levels.
● View transactions and positions by portfolio and wallet.
● Provide read-only access to your third-party partners for further streamlining.

Custody

Store your assets with a battle-tested crypto custodian.
● Retrieve wallets, corresponding transactions, and deposit instructions.
● View balances by type and symbol.
Please see the API Reference for more information and examples.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Benefits

Make the most of APIs:
programmable crypto
infrastructure for institutions
Build or enhance client-facing crypto products

With Coinbase Prime APIs, you can let your customers buy, sell, and trade or add trading
functionality to internal trading platforms. You can also access the data required to manage orders
and holdings on behalf of customers. Our products are secure, trusted, and scaled to ensure a
market-leading experience.

Execute sophisticated trades programmatically

Coinbase Prime APIs let you access the full market for programmatic execution. Our smart order
routing technology ensures the best all-in price across multiple connected liquidity venues,
including the Coinbase Exchange. Buy and sell using market, limit, and TWAP orders to execute a
variety of trading strategies.

Store assets with a battle-tested custodian

With Coinbase Prime APIs, you can complement programmatic trading with highly secure cold
storage. You can move funds with ease with Coinbase’s leading custody products or create and
manage wallets to add custodial functionality to your own offering.

Automate common management processes

Whether managed by an internal operations team, an auditor, or a third-party partner, the Coinbase
Prime APIs can be used to book, settle, and reconcile trades and even track balances and
transactions. Institutions can also save time by seamlessly providing read-only access to their
partners without compromising data security.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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APIs:

Creation

Manage APIs on Coinbase Prime
Create a Coinbase Prime API key

1. Go to your Settings page. 

2. Select the APIs tab.

3. Scroll down to Activated Keys.

4. Select the blue Create API Key next to Activated
Keys.

5. Follow the on-screen prompts to set the terms
of your API and confirm with your YubiKey.

6. After creating your API key, you can activate it by
clicking the blue Activate button.

7. Follow the prompts to use your YubiKey to
activate your API key.


4

6

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Coinbase Prime
consensus approvals  
in your pocket

Streamline time-sensitive requests
Added flexibility with
the same critical
security

Ability to monitor
balances and
activities while on
the go

YubiKey two-factor
authentication and
video statements
provide verification

Remove roadblocks to timely consensus approval —  
no matter where you are. 

Consensus activities are extremely time-sensitive, especially for withdrawals. The Coinbase Prime
Approvals App gives you the ability to manage your portfolio in real time, without tying you to your desk.
It’s simple. All you need is a Coinbase account, a YubiKey for security, and the app.

Requirements for the Coinbase Prime Approvals Ap
A Coinbase Prime account. Request via sales@coinbase.com
A mobile YubiKey. Request via primeops@coinbase.com or email your Account Manager.

Note: You must register the mobile YubiKey to your Coinbase account.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Coinbase Prime Approvals App

Onboard

Step 1: Sign in to your Coinbase
Prime account

Step 2: View balances and
activities

Verify with your YubiKey

Select Organizations > Entities > Portfolios

Portfolios

Entities

Organizations
California Street Capital
5 Entities
Organization 2
2 Entities

CSC USA
7 Portfolios

California Street Capital
Growth Portfolio
5 Portfolios
Authorized Signatory

Organization 3
1 Entity

CSC Asia
1 Portfolio
CSC Australia
3 Portfolios

Security Key Authorization
Authorize with your security key to
proceed.

CSC Canada
1 Portfolio
CSC Europe
4 Portfolios
CSC USA
7 Portfolios

Verify

Sign Out

I need help

Market Neutral Trading
Authorized Signatory
Portfolio 3
Approve
Portfolio 4
Initiator
Portfolio 5
Authorized Signitory
Portfolio 6
Trader
Portfolio 7
Role Title Here

Step 3: Manage consensus
activities


Step 4: Accept requests  
and authorize


● Review requests and status


● Insert the security key to approve


● Select specific consensus request


● Proceed to video statement


Withdraw BTC
−137.20130128 BTC

CSC USA
Market Neutral Trading

Consensus
Pending

Video Statements

Details
2

Withdraw BTC
−137.2013 BTC
Create MKR Add..
3Nxwen...fp8v10

59 min

2h 34 min

Create BTC Wallet
BItcoin Wallet Name

6h 19 min

Whitelisting Enabled
Address Book Settings

9h 02 min

Invite Team Member
Toby Flenderson

13h 47 min

Your Action

No Action Taken

Test Transaction

Sent
Sept. 1, 11:02 PM

Transaction ID

Portfolio

Amount

Consensus

You have approved the withdrawal of 

137.2013 BTC. 



WTQCXMRZ
CSC USA
Market Neutral...

Authorize with your security key to
proceed.

$6,383,964.14

Initiator

Address Book Name
01bHjz...5Dks71
Reject

This transaction is awaiting 1 additional

approval and video statement before it can
be processed by Coinbase Prime.

Continue to Video Statement

137.2013 BTC

BTC Wallet Name
3Nxwen...6Afp8v

From

Approve
Activity

Approval Recorded

Security Key Authorization

Destination
Portfolio

Timeline

Back to Details

Cancel

Sam McIngvale
Sept. 1, 10:58 PM

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Coinbase Prime Approvals App

Verify  
via video

Step 5: Create video to verify
identity


Step 6: Wait for confirmation

● Record video with required information to
verify identity


You will get a notification when the Coinbase
team has processed your request, usually in the
next available review window.

● Review and authenticate to upload
Review & Submit

00:23

Retake

lease ensure that your video statement
includes the following information and
your face is fully in frame. Our team will
need to verify your identity to authorize
this activity.
P

Video Statement Request
his activity requires video confirmation
before it can be processed by Prime.


T

ecord a video statement now which will
be reviewed by Coinbase, or a member of
our Client Services team will reach out to
schedule a traditional call once consensus
has been reached. 


R

For additional information please review
our Privacy Policy.
C

ransaction ID

T

sset

A

mount

A

ddress

A

Organization Name

Video Sent for Review
Your video statement has been sent in for
review.


If your video recording submission does
not meet our acceptance criteria, you will
hear from the Cold Storage Ops team
within 48 hours regarding next steps.

One time security phrase
I confirm that the above information
has been included in my recording.

ontinue to Video Statement

Back to Activity Timeline

Submit Video

Get Support

For more help, please contact primeops@coinbase.com

For new inquiries, please contact sales@coinbase.com 

Download the Coinbase Prime Approvals App

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Disclaimer
This document is intended only for sophisticated investors; it is for informational purposes only and does not constitute the provision of investment
advice. Client assumes full responsibility for its trading activity and should consult its advisors for its specific situation. Coinbase is not registered as
an investment advisor and Coinbase assumes no liability, obligation, or responsibility for client decisions regarding its Coinbase Prime Broker
Account. Please consult your Coinbase Prime Broker Agreement and www.coinbase.com/Prime for additional details.


Coinbase and related logos are trademarks of Coinbase, Inc., or its Affiliates. This material is for informational purposes only and is not (i) an offer, or
solicitation of an offer, to invest in, or to buy or sell, any interests or shares, or to participate in any investment or trading strategy, (ii) intended to
provide accounting, legal, or tax advice, or investment recommendations, or (iii) an official statement of Coinbase. No representation or warranty is
made, expressed, or implied, with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information or to the future performance of any digital asset,
financial instrument, or other market or economic measure. The information is believed to be current as of the date indicated and may not be updated
or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently became available or a change in circumstances after the date of publication. Investing
in cryptocurrency comes with risk. Prior results that are presented here are not guaranteed and prior results do not guarantee future performance.
Recipients should consult their advisors before making any investment decision. Coinbase may have financial interests in, or relationships with, some
of the assets, entities, and/or publications discussed or otherwise referenced in the materials. Any references to third parties do not imply
Coinbase’s endorsement, or approval of any third-party websites or their content. Any use, review, retransmission, distribution, or reproduction of
these materials, in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited in any form without the express written approval of Coinbase. Coinbase, Inc. is licensed to
engage in virtual currency business activity by the New York State Department of Financial Services. Coinbase, Inc., 248 3rd St #434, Oakland, CA,
94607. 
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For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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